Determination of receptor-bound drug conformations by QSAR using flexible fitting to derive a molecular similarity index.
Results are presented for a QSAR analysis of bisamidines, using a similarity index as descriptor. The method allows for differences in conformation of bisamidines at the receptor site to be taken into consideration. In particular, it has been suggested by others that pentamidine binds in the minor groove of DNA in a so-called isohelical conformation, and our QSAR supports this suggestion. The molecular similarity index for comparison of molecules can be used as a parameter for correlating and hence rationalising the activity as well as suggesting the design of bioactive molecules. The studied compounds had been evaluated for potency against Leishmania mexicana amazonensis, and this potency was used as a dependent variable in a series of QSAR analyses. For the calculation of similarity indexes, each analogue was in turn superimposed on a chosen lead compound in a reference conformation, either extended or isohelical, maximising overlap and hence similarity by flexible fitting.